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Coordinator’s note

Dear Readers!

Warmest Greetings!

The state of female power around the world!  The Newsletter Edition 8 brings to you an interesting

amalgamation of all that the women across our Partner Universities in India and the world over

have achieved in the First leg of 2022.

Women have gained ground in the corporate world and there is a major spike in the number of

women on the world’s billionaire list. Last year, the number of women on the Fortune 500 list hit an

all-time record with 41 women in power.  The women entrepreneurs in India are also leading a

cultural revolution. Their role in the business world is pivotal and has led to enhancing the economic

growth of India, employment generation, and industrialisation. Statistics showing the growth of

Women Entrepreneurship in India indicate that 10% of the Indian start-up Unicorns are women led

,20.37% women are MSME owners and 10-15% tech start-ups have at least one-woman founder/co-

founder. Two major contributors to this growth curve are the NEP (National Educational Policy)2020

and the realisation of the importance mainstreaming women to the economy during COVID.

Given the explosive pace of technological development allied with the sheer creativity, and the fact

that 50% of India’s Population is below 25, the NEP promotes student entrepreneurs with the

exposure to vocational education in partnership with industry and in alignment with the Sustainable

Development Goal 4.4 (SDG). With the new National Education Policy (NEP) articulating the need for

learning life skills and entrepreneurship in schools, the central education ministry encouraging

boards to bring the alignment in policy-level initiatives and various state governments taking

initiatives to foster entrepreneurship in state board schools, there is the slow awakening in schools

and mindset shift among parents. As the woos of pandemics start to wither, there is a call for

extraordinary efforts for bringing entrepreneurship education into mainstream conversation of the

Indian school & Higher Education system. 

In alignment with this need, extensive programs and courses planned under Enprendia is bringing in

the much-needed fresh perspective in building curriculums, learning pedagogy, evaluation

frameworks, and deployment methodology for all such new initiatives to be sustainability driven.

The robust design of the ERC (Entrepreneurship Resource Cell) acts as a support mechanism to equip

the HEI’s to overcome systemic challenges that entrepreneurship learning would face, in order to

make it work.
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Surekha Routray,KIIT-TBI Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology

Enprendia partners are using proven methods to give the women in the Higher Education

institutions the knowledge and tools they need to succeed and foray into the entrepreneurial

domain. In these five months of 2022, the female students have shown their resilience and mettle

to absorb the knowledge and tools provided to them to initiate the creation of businesses of their

own. As they step forward as businesswomen, they will build their enterprises, meet their daily

needs, and raise capable and confident children who will break the cycle of generational poverty.

We know what women need most is the opportunity to change their lives, and we are all

committed to creating opportunities to witness the transformation they create!  

Thank you for moving forward with us on this journey to a better, more just world.
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Editor’s note

Dear readers,

Welcome to this 8th newsletter. We have several good news to share: our programme got extended

by one year. We had our first face to face meeting since 2019 and we have already planned for hard

working training meetings for the rest of the year.

In this newsletter you will have the ERC update of Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technologies,

Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences and Amity University. Some exciting and inspiring

interviews of successful women entrepreneurs. Our partners from University College Dublin and

Glasgow Caledonian University joined hands to give us an overview of the advancement of women

entrepreneurship in the world. And we will finish this issue with the latest news in women

entrepreneurship in India compiled by our partners of University of Hyderabad.

Please follow us on our social media: https://www.facebook.com/enprendia

And subscribe to our newsletter find it here: https://forms.gle/crEw7gtV5kyHhfKY7

Enjoy reading

Damien Hanet, Edulab
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Damien Hanet, Edulab

Project Update

The project updates

As mentioned earlier: the project will be extended for one year to close the pending work. The delay is

mainly due to disruption caused by the COVID 19 pandemic. The last meeting happened in January

2020 and by March most of the countries proceeded to lockdowns. The consortium partners had to

put their work on hold thus delay started and accumulated.

The project has come up with an action plan to meet its expected goals and deliverables. The timeline

changes but not the deliverables, the consortium is dedicated and confident it will reach the goal

mentioned in the application documents.

For the timeline, the project already held a hybrid meeting in LPU and Rohtak (MDU). The next

meeting will be in Vienna hosted by the KUW, followed by a training in Glasgow (GCU) and Lisbon

(UL).

To keep up with the schedule, the programme has put in place several internal monitoring processes

as well as a cooperation with the external evaluator. The leading partners for the monitoring and

evaluation are UL and MSU.

Several dissemination activities will also be taking place: trainings (both online and offline),

newsletter and the creation of videos. The partners are producing a lot of outputs which is paying off

by the increase in viewership and poste frequency of our social media.

The Indian partners have also been working on their ERC (Entrepreneurship Resource Centre) and

onboarding a lot of potential burgeoning entrepreneurs. In order to provide a pipeline for their ERC,

each Indian university has created 2 courses which will be available on the LMS. The LMS is up and

running and getting a constant increase in registration for the content produced and offered by the

partners.
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ERC Update by DMIMS (DU)

Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences (Deemed to be University), NAAC accredited with 'A+'

Accreditation (Third Cycle) by 'NAAC' in 2017, is the Category-I Deemed to be University under UGC,

which comprise of various constituent colleges such as Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, Physiotherapy,

Ayurveda, Pharmacy, Allied Sciences, Allied Health Sciences, Epidemiology, Online Distance

Learning and Virtual Learning. 

The University's Research and Development (R and D) Cell has made a significant impact, having

developed a creative, supportive and conducive environment for research amongst the students and

faculties of all constituent colleges. Advanced research cell has all the major facilities under one roof.
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 The budget allocation and seed-grants have been increased for students, doctoral and postdoctoral

fellows, and research awards leading to an increase in quality and the number of research projects

and publications in peer-reviewed journals with significant increase in ICMR - Short Term

Studentships, ICMR PG thesis support. R and D to promote good publication practices and research. 

Bio-ethics practices were enhanced through the establishment of the UNESCO ethics unit which has

enhanced the research aptitude across faculties. In collaboration with IIT-Mumbai, IIT-Kharagpur,

IISc Bangalore & VNIT, Nagpur in the field of bioengineering and medical device innovation. This

has led to the establishment of a centre like NEWGEN INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

DEVELOPMENT CENTER (New Gen IEDC), under the aegis of the National Science & Technology

Entrepreneurship Development Board (NSTEDB) DST, the Govt. of India, the BETiC Innovation Cell,

the Institutional Innovation Council recognized by the Innovation cell, MHRD to promote innovations

in medical technology and health care. The Molecular Biology and Epidemiology Laboratory provides

state of the art facilities for molecular research. 

Incorporation of the global health perspective with support by ENPRENDIA project (Erasmus+, EU) by

a consortium of 14 higher education institutions across 5 countries and partnering with academia,

industries. Consultancy and collaboration have had a significant impact and have led to many

interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and translational researches. 

The significant achievement of publications per year in the International database is at par with the

best institutes and universities in the country, there has also been a noted increase in copyright and

patent filing, publications & grants. University has 6250 publications in last 3 years, record of 5678

publications in 3 electronic databases (Scopus, PubMed, Web of Science), 148 patent applications filed,

112 patents Granted, 654 copyrights received.

The special focus on enhancing facilities for grant submission, collaboration has led to enrichment

and increase in the number of grant submissions, including joint grant submissions with reputed

universities like Harvard University (USA), University of Sydney (Australia), Sheffield University

(UK), Bournemouth University (UK), Liverpool John-Moores University (UK), Public Health

Foundation of India (PHFI).

Our university being part of ENPRENDIA project has already having the culture and set up of

Entrepreneurship in the form of ERC and is able to enhance the female entrepreneurship of the

institution and the local community in its vicinity. We have 8 members in our ERC including 6

Teacher members and 2 Managers. We have also designed a module on the importance of IPR for new

and budding entrepreneurs and conduct regular mentoring session with leading female entrepreneurs

of our university and in our region and supporting the female entrepreneurs through our ERC. Our

university has independent Gender Equality Cell, Women Cell to empower women and to live and

work with dignity without any discrimination among males and females. We hold regular counselling

sessions through Women cell for the women who face problems in their career, workplaces, jobs. We

have introduced the concept of Gender Champions among students. We further have planned to

implement the learnings which we have got from the various trainings under this program. 
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Dr.Nilima Thosar, Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences 

Our ERC is located within our Institution in our Research building. We have ERC set up with

equipments already available in the lab such as Interactive board, OHP etc. along with the tablets and

laptops for this project. All the programs conducted within our university have been done and being

done under the aegis of the ERC. 

Our ERC is working in coordination with the goal of the project and we share the expertise with the

budding, new and existing female entrepreneurs of our university as well as our region by organising

mentoring workshops, masterclasses, one-to-one interaction with Government officials. Our

university has several start up programs in which female students have shown their excellence at

par which is also done through our ERC.

Since our university, being part of ENPRENDIA project program, have been able to see a significant

rise in the awareness levels related to entrepreneurship amongst the overall students and female

students.  They have become inquisitive and have begun thinking in this direction. 

To highlight the achievement of DMIMS university in ENPRENDIA is the talent shown by the female

students, Kunika Thakre and Alisha Chhagani, Interns of DMIMS in WEmagine B-Plan Competition

Finale which was supported by #EuropeanUnion held on 4th March 2021 in which 12 powerful

pitches from the 8 Indian partner universities of ENPRENDIA were presented. These students were

trained and guided for IDEA competition and pitch presentation in ERC of DMIMS.

ENPRENDIA workshop at DMIMS was conducted on dates 12.12.19 and 13.12.19. Teacher members

and management coordinators of 8 Indian partners attended this workshop and were trained. Till

date, ERC has done several orientation sessions for the female Medical, Dental, Nursing students of

DMIMS (DU) and oriented about 537 female students. 
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Success Story of A Woman Entrepreneur from 
Amity University, Kolkata

GARGI Paul - A courageous girl from Amity University Kolkata, pursuing her Bachelor of

Business Administration (BBA) program, completed the journey of “Zero to 2 Million “in just few

months.

Most of us have spent our teenage years trying to figure out a plan for our adult lives. Not so for

GARGI, who, at the age of nineteen, had already established a successful garment business, with a

flourishing digital market.

During her school days, she was mostly into sports and got over eighty medals in various categories.

With sports, she was also inclined towards dancing. But She always wanted to become an

entrepreneur. She has Always been an independent soul. She was eager to           venture into the

world of business.

It was really a strange time back then as the entire world was reeking under a global pandemic.

But she was able to establish her business, Glimpse Fashion Hub. 
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The BBA program has enabled her to

understand different concepts of management

and marketing her brand. At the same time, she

got enormously benefitted by the ENPRENDIA

project, as it empowered her to inculcate the

expertise of the trainers on how to build the

entrepreneurship ecosystem through various

activities, interaction with experts which helped

her enormously to unlock her potential.

Besides her own business venture, she has

started working for an online marketing

platform where She teaches and trains people

how to earn money through social media. In

these 7 months She has generated earnings of 2

million INR through her business and the

online marketing platform.

Currently her business is serving over 5000+

satisfied consumers. Her goal is not just

acquiring profit, instead she is looking 

forward to contribute back to society through  charitable activities.

Seizing the moment and braving the waves is the only way to find success in life, no matter what

the end goal is.

Sudeshna Pahari, Amity

University Kolkata 
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We Indians have a sacred affection towards tea, or as we lovingly call it, Chai. It is more than just

a beverage, it is an emotion. It is a powerful connection, bringing people from various walks of

life together. And that is exactly how Davik was born.

Dr. Bhawna Gupta, the Founder-Director of Davik, was working as a post-doctoral fellow

scientist in Europe for about 7 years. While she was moving around Europe, exploring its parts,

she was always longing for Indian teas. She travelled to different places, but being an Indian at

heart, there was just one thing constant throughout  — she wanted to have a good cup of Chai at

the beautiful tourist spots. That’s all that was needed to make the ancient castles and seaside

towns more dreamlike.

When she came back to India, she wanted to find a solution to this yearning. She thought of

starting an enterprise, where travel-friendly teas could be made in hygienic ways. Teas that would

have the perfect amalgamation of premium taste, texture, health benefits, and could also be

carried in a pocket. Thus began the meticulous research for creating this magic packet.

It took about 6-9 months of trials and iterations to develop a premium tea premix that dissolves

instantly, does not leave any precipitate, and does not have an aftertaste. 

Davik’s Story- From Faculty to Enterpreneur

They infused healing effects and endless variations and flavors, so that everybody finds

something for themselves. This lead to the inception of Davik. With original Indian spices infused

in Assam Tea with a splash of milk and powdered to perfection; packed specially to avoid any

addition of preservatives, Davik chai comes in single serve sachets. Just add hot water, stir and

enjoy! 
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Dr. Bhavana Gupta, KIIT School of Biotechnology and 

Surekha Routray , KIIT-Technology Business Incubator.

Davik is a beautiful amalgamation of longing, learnings, and love. It tells you a gentle story over its

steaming cups. To continue the legacy, Davik also made non-caffeinated herbal tea that can be

infused to concoctions. These premium herbal teas are designed for those who would like to take an

extra effort for a healthy lifestyle. The raw herbs are directly picked from farmers; dried, cleaned,

cut and rolled to perfection before delivering to those longing to detox, de-stress, increase their

metabolic rate and boost immunity. These Davik herbal teas have brought a smile to myriads of

people across the globe, and they aim to make everybody’s life a bit healthier and a lot happier. 

 

So come, brew some conversations, and use the time saved to take a slow sip of wellness — and not

gulp it down. Because life happens in those little moments.

The journey from being a Faculty to and Entrepreneur for Bavana Gupta has been an exciting one

with its moments of low and high. Having the University and the TBI within the same campus has

been a big support during the initial days of endless experimentations. The First level of Validations

was received from the KIIT University and it played the role of an enabler for  vetting of the

product with all the different industries which played an instrumental role in kick starting the

company. The constant support, the constructive inputs and the multitude of platforms provided by

TBI, to talk about the product helped not only the awareness creation of Dr. Gupta’s product but

also built the confidence of Dr. Gupta as an entrepreneur.  ERC (Entrepreneurship Resource Centre)

team has also contributed to the holistic development of the product and the Organisation.
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From Engineer To Entrepreneur…. My Journey

Dr. Pampa Sinha, Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technologies

Entrepreneurship is hard, for men and women alike. Lack of strong mentorship, struggle with

finance and funding, finding the right talent, scaling up and turning it profitable is no joke. The

challenges are heightened further if you are a woman—stereotyping and responsibilities at home,

to name a few.

Still women dare to take the plunge and decided to be their own bosses, change lives and transform

the society. 

Motivation to Become an entrepreneur

As a faculty of the Department of Electrical Engineering, KIIT University, I have been blessed to be part of a

team who is committed to gender diversity. Our team which comprises of Dr.Chitralekha  Jena, Mr. Ramsna

Joga and myself has been constantly exploring  options to  use our knowledge  and skill sets to address

larger societal problems.  Ours is probably one of the very few of executive teams which has as many

women as there are men. However, the challenges one faces are largely personal in nature. When is the

right time to get married? When would it be right to expand the family? Do I have to leave my job? Do I have

an adequate support system to take care of child? Am I being fair with my family? 
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We connected with KIIT TBI through the Women B plan competition held under the Enprendia

Program and we have received support from them since then in terms of guidance towards product

refinement, Technology Transfer options, and industry connects. The Support that we received under

the Enprendia Program toward building own skill sets as entrepreneurs has been very instrumental

in our growth.  This building of internal confidence and resilience enable us to continue our search

for funding and finally One International Company has given me the opportunity to develop the

products in a large scale. As a faculty, this has enabled me to recruit some students for initial

development of the product.

As I am a faculty and aspiring entrepreneur work life balance is very difficult, still it’s very

beneficial for an academician to know the current market requirement which will encourage the

students for their future. Now teaching learning method is totally different which is based on activity

based and also industry oriented. So as a faculty we should motivate ourselves and students towards

the entrepreneurship. 

  

I have always been entrepreneurial. There is also so much opportunity, that one wouldn’t be happy

not taking at least few a good shot at them. My first venture happened in the year of 2020 during the

Pandemic time. I was searching for funding for my research which is totally based on power system.

But at that time suddenly I saw many opportunities in Bio medical field and I have some good ideas

on sensors. That time I have developed a smart Thermal Screening door. At that time, I collaborated

with a start-up and developed this product and filed a patent. After one and half year that patent was

granted. Then I started to think along the lines of commercializing that product because it has lots of

advantages like its price point, which was very affordable compared to the large array of features

which had been integrated in the product. This combination was not available in the product that

were existing in the market.

Dr.Pampa Sinha, KIIT School of Electrical Engineering and

Surekha Routray, KIIT Technology Business Incubator
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International Update

The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated health and socioeconomic disparities among women across

the globe. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic women faced gender gaps in areas of labor, care giving,

income, healthcare, and violence. The COVID-19 pandemic has heightened and intensified these

already existing gender imbalances. If not addressed, women and girls will face further

repercussions. The widespread economic shock and health disparities have future implications for

the leaders of our communities, caregivers, mothers, women, elders, and children. According to the

World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report (2021), another generation of women will have

to wait for gender parity: the gap has increased from 99.5 years to 135.6 years . In terms of

economic participation and opportunity, estimations suggest this will take 267.6 years for gender

parity to be achieved, although the impacts of the pandemic are yet to be fully understood. 

For women entrepreneurs in particular, the pandemic has meant that many women will not return

to the jobs they once held – many sectors that employ high proportions of women and attract

women-led businesses (retail, hospitality, health) were – and continue to be – disrupted by

lockdown and social distancing measures. Further to this, small business size and the burden of

family care disproportionately affected women (for example, there is some evidence to suggest that

some women reduced their working hours during the pandemic (more than men)).   Women

represent 60% of those laid off during the pandemic as they are the majority of ‘high contact’

service workers impacted industries across the globe. In addition, women represent the majority of

healthcare workers, educators, as well as paid and unpaid caregivers of children and the aging

population.

Prior to the pandemic, women-owned businesses contributed £8.8bn to the economy every year

and created over 230,000 jobs – and yet are just 20% of the business base in Scotland . At the global

level, in 2020/21, approximately one in three growth-oriented entrepreneurs are women . That

women’s entrepreneurship is a fundamental promoting factor of inclusive economic growth in

developing economies, is well established. According to the GEM, an emerging trend in the context

of women’s entrepreneurship relates to where a focus is being placed: ‘There has been a slow shift

in the narrative on women’s entrepreneurship from encouraging a high number of startups to

more focus on promoting higher growth activities’.

According to the Women’s Enterprise Scotland (a research-led, not-for-profit Community Interest

Company, which champions women-led and women-owned businesses in Scotland) posit that

‘tackling gender equality and addressing the structural inequalities constraining the economic

opportunities for women and girls is a crucial mission for all of society.’
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This is echoed by the findings of the GEM 2020/21 Women’s Entrepreneurship Report: ‘It is now

time to work on the key promoting factors, like providing strong champions and role models,

inclusion in influential business networks, and access to financial capital, that ensure women

entrepreneurs and business owners, who are starting and growing high growth companies, can

thrive.’ Given that one of the core promises of the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

(and resulting SDGs), is to ‘leave no 

[1] WEF_GGGR_2021.pdf (weforum.org)

[2] Bureau of Labor and Statistics 2021 (https://www.bls.gov)

[3] Women's Enterprise Scotland | About (wescotland.co.uk)

[4] GEM Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (gemconsortium.org)

[5] GEM Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (gemconsortium.org)

[6] Crenshaw, K. (1994). Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence

Against.

one behind’, developing a supportive ecosystem that enables women entrepreneurs to create jobs

and promote inclusive economic growth, is a key priority.

ENPRENDIA, SOLUTIONS

ENPRENDIA aims to promote gender equality by building an entrepreneurial culture that supports

and engages the female population in India. Leading European and Indian institutions of higher

education are working collaboratively to promote best practices for the equity and inclusion of

women in society. Together, University College Dublin (UCD[CR1] ) and partners collaborated for a

series of world class training sessions in August 2021. The training consisted of a series of

workshops focused on gender equality, economics, and health.

 “A nation is not conquered until the hearts of its women are on the ground. Then it is finished, no

matter how brave its warriors or how strong their weapons.”

– Cheyenne proverb 

 

Using a decolonial lens Dr. Carmela Roybal, a post-doctoral research fellow at UCD, took an

intersectional approach to addressing gender equity for the promotion of health and

entrepreneurship among women. In an effort to build solutions that foster economic growth and

stability among women, Dr. Roybal’s workshop consisted of an introduction to intersectionality as a

tool for elucidating barriers to women in the work force, STEM programs, and building a culture of

entrepreneurship among women.
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In part one of the training, Dr. Roybal introduced intersectionality as a framework for dismantling

barriers to STEM programs and for entrepreneurship for female students. Intersectionality as a

guiding conceptual and methodological framework brought attention to the multiple identities and

social positions that fuel systems of inequality at the individual, institutional, and structural levels.

Historically rooted in Black feminist theory and scholarship, intersectional approaches examine

the multiple systems of oppression and resistance, including race, class, ethnicity, sex, and

gender[1]. According to Crenshaw (1994), the social inequality experienced in people’s lives, along

with the organization of power in each society, are better understood as being shaped not by a

single axis of social division, such as race or class, but by multiple axes that work together and

influence each other. The interconnected nature of race, class, and gender create unique social

positions and interdependent systems of oppression, discrimination, or disadvantage.

Intersectionality provides a lens that allows for an in-depth understanding of the social inequalities

that go hidden by two-dimensional analysis of disadvantage.

Part two of the training included guest speaker Jaime Gloshay, the co-founder of Native Women

Lead, which is based in the United States. Gloshay and the Native Women Lead team have fostered

a community of entrepreneurship among Indigenous women in the United States, and the

organization has generated more than $11 billion of revenue from Native women-owned businesses.

According to Native Women Lead (2022), native women-owned businesses have increased by 201%

in the past five years. Gloshay provided insight into the program’s success through a candid

dialogue among Enprendia partners in attendance.

The training was a success and led to the development of recommendations for addressing

disparities among female students and women. Recommendations included mentoring programs

that support women in their academic journeys. In 2022, UCD will continue this critical work by

investigating education, health, and economic disparities among women and girls that lead to

intergenerational cycles poverty while highlighting points of intervention to build and foster an

environment of successful entrepreneurship.

Dr Carolyn McMillan, Glasgow Caledonian University, and 

Dr Carmela Roybal, University College Dublin
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Outreach activities of ENPRENDIA @ University of Hyderabad

ENPRINDIA team at the University of Hyderabad coordinated a program “Literacy and 

Empowerment in Rural Women: A Longitudinal Evaluation of Targeted Literacy Programs in 

Select Districts of South India”. It is understood that women are a vital human resource and 

therefore it is critical to empower them through the right channels. One such effective 

channel is – education. The UoH team planned to empirically study the impact of 

motivational and educational interventions on different dimensions of empowerment 

through an intervention based longitudinal evaluation study in the context of rural women 

in India. The study specifically aims to - understand the issues and challenges of rural 

women in India. The UoH research team approached self-help groups (SHGs) in the state 

of Telangana and surveyed around 19 women SHGs. The surveys were distributed pre-and

post- the four-to-six-week literacy intervention program launched during the study period. 

The statistical data revealed a significant improvement in social, psychological, and 

economic indicators of empowerment among these women. The intended outcome was 

achieved to an extent in terms of economic empowerment as a considerable number of 

women saved their earnings and planned either to start their own income-generating 

activities in the coming years. The study was carried out by Prof. Jyothi – Dean, School of 

Management Studies and the Coordinator of Enprendia ERC at UoH along with project 

associates Gopi. Anil Reddy & Mude Kesava Naik.

Mr. Anil Reddy explaining the concept to the female audience

National Update
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Workshop on Innovations and Entrepreneurship

As part of the dissemination of the Emprendia project, we have signed a Memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) with Vignan University, Guntur, Andhra Pradesh. The MoU was 

exchanged between Prof. GS Prasad (UoH) and Dr. PMV Rao (Registrar), Dr. KV Krishna 

Kishore (Vice-Chancellor) of Vignan University. Under this MoU, the female 

teachers/students of Vignan University shall be guided and trained by the ERC of UoH on 

the basic elements of entrepreneurship and propagate the idea of entrepreneurship 

ecosystem in a very nascent stage and mentorship for female start-ups. The UoH team

organized a workshop on Innovations and Entrepreneurship. The workshop witnessed a 

gathering of 100+ students and faculty members from different streams of the University.

The idea is to reach tier-2 cities of both Telangana and Andhra Pradesh and expose the 

female students/faculty at a very early stage of their academic career towards 

entrepreneurship and also provide possible assistance.

Prof. Jyothti, Coordinator ENPRENDIA ERC interacting with Women Entrepreneurs
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Gender Sensitive Teaching Manual

In partnership with NGO Kriti Social Initiatives, the UoH ENPRINDIA team member, Prof. 

Aparna Rayaprol along with Prof Usha Raman (UoH) and Prof. Salma Farooqui (MANUU)

authored a book “Gender Sensitive Teaching: A Manual for Educators”. The book is based 

on their desk research, and field experiences with teachers and classrooms to learn about

the impact of teachers on gender sensitisation. The UoH team along with partners

Group photo of the workshop on Entrepreneurship at Vignan University
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conducted workshops and based on the feedback received, they have prepared a manual 

which could be used in multiple ways to help educators be more gender-sensitive when 

teaching.

The book mainly deals with understanding gender, its barriers and how to overcome 

gender barriers at the classroom. The role of teachers and management in minimizing 

gender bias and a checklist for equitable school is also discussed in the manual. The book 

also highlights child sexual abuse and the format for gender sensitisation workshops. 

The manual includes workshops, tools and activities through which teachers are made 

aware of gender discrimination at the home front, in schools and in public spaces.

Gender sensitive teaching pays attention to gender differences at the class level and introduces

students to the dimensions of gender sensitivity. The gender-sensitive approach is also 

inclusive for transgender individuals as well. Gender-sensitive teaching is thus more 

inclusive, while stimulating critical thinking.

Gender Sensitive Teaching – A Manual for Educators

Prof. G S Prasad Ph.D, University of Hyderabad
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ENPRENDIA
 

https://www.facebook.com/enprendia

http://enprendia.eu/

https://tinyurl.com/4kj42ynx

" T H E  E U R O P E A N  C O M M I S S I O N ' S  S U P P O R T  F O R  T H E  P R O D U C T I O N  O F
T H I S  P U B L I C A T I O N  D O E S  N O T  C O N S T I T U T E  A N  E N D O R S E M E N T  O F  T H E
C O N T E N T S ,  W H I C H  R E F L E C T  T H E  V I E W S  O N L Y  O F  T H E  A U T H O R S ,  A N D

T H E  C O M M I S S I O N  C A N N O T  B E  H E L D  R E S P O N S I B L E  F O R  A N Y  U S E  W H I C H
M A Y  B E  M A D E  O F  T H E  I N F O R M A T I O N  C O N T A I N E D  T H E R E I N . "

N E W S L E T T E R  8


